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In this letter, the first detailed theoretical study of optical gain in serpentine superlattice 
quantum wire arrays grown on GaAs vicinal substrates is presented. In the calculations, the 
complex nature of the miniband structure due to coupling between wires and the valence band 
intermixing are taken into account. In addition to the ideal structure, the effects of imperfect Al 
segregation between GaAs wires and AIGaAs barriers are also investigated. 

Recently, there have been significant efforts to study1-4 
and develops-8 quantum wires (QWR) for their interesting 
physical properties as well as their potential device appli
cations.9-11 In QWR, to observe significant quantum effects 
at room temperature, the carriers must be confined to re
gions less than about 100 A in two dimensions.3 One pos
sibility to fabricate such QWR is using tilted superlattices 
(TSL).7 These lateral superlattices are directly grown by 
sequential deposition of two materials of different compo
sitions on an off-axis or vicinal GaAs substrate, on which 
uniform atomic steps are formed under proper growth con
ditions. The end result is an array of QWR with a period T. 
The period is determined by the substrate tilt angle, a, and 
monolayer thickness, d, which can be expressed7 as T=dl 
tan a. For example, when a is 20 

, T becomes 81 A, and 
when a is 1.50 Tbecomes 108 Ain AIGaAs system. , 

There is one practical difficulty in the fabrication of a 
TSL, however. To keep the growth interface vertical, one 
has to know the exact growth rates and keep them constant 
throughout the growth. Any deviation from the correct 
value would tilt the growth interface.7 This difficulty can 
be circumvented if one deliberately varies the growth rate 
from less than the correct value to greater than the correct 
value. 12 Then one grows a superlattice with a curved 
growth interface as shown in Fig. 1. Somewhere within this 
so-called serpentine superlattice (SSL), one obtains a ver
tical interface, hence two-dimensional confinement as sche
matically indicated in Fig. 1. This approach enhances the 
uniformity of the array significantly and removes the pre
cise growth rate control requirement. Although this is a 
drastic improvement over TSL, other difficulties in realiz
ing SSL with optical properties superior to quantum wells 
remain. These are fluctuations in the widths of the wires 
and barriers and incomplete Al segregation. The aim of 
this letter is twofold. First optical properties of the ideal 
SSL are studied and compared with that of quantum wells 
of the same degree of confinement as in one of the cross
sectional dimensions of SSL. Next the effect of incomplete 
Al segregation, which is the main difficulty at the present 
time, is investigated. 

In the analysis, first the energy band diagram of SSL is 
calculated by solving the Schrooinger equation using the 
finite-element method. For conduction band calculations a 

single band model is used which is shown to be a good 
approximation in the presence of thin barriers. 13 For va
lence band calculations a 4 band k·p analysis14 is used to 
take into account the valence band mixing effects. In all the 
calculations finite potential barriers and periodic boundary 
conditions are utilized allowing the analysis of the infinite 
array of QWR in an SSL. Furthermore, the coupling be
tween the wires due to their close spacing and finite barrier 
heights are taken intO' account. Once the E-k diagram is 
generated, density of state functions and other optical 
properties can be obtained. 

The schematic cross-sectional profile ofthe SSL geom
etry is shown in Fig. 1. The curvature12 of the· growth 
interface provides vertical confinement. The degree of ver
tical confinement depends on the substrate tilt angle, a, the 
total thickness of the SSL, DOt and the intentional variation 
of the growth rate, Ap. The shape of the vertical curved 
interface can be expressed as y=Ap/(tan a·Do)r. p, 
known as the tilt parameter, is defined as p=m+lI, where 
m and n are the fractions of barrier and well material on a 
step. If the deposition or growth rate is adjusted such that 
p= m +n = 1 the amount of material deposited per mono
layer exactly covers a step and the interface between the 

FIG. 1. Schematic cross-sectional profile or'a SSL and its electron prob
ability density for the lowest conduction band subband at zone center. 
The gray and white areas represent AIo.,G80.,As and GaAs regions re
spectively. W +S= T where T is the period of the superlattice. 
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FIG. 2. Variation of the miniband spacings and widths as a function of 
the growth rate variation for a SSL with xb=O.5, x c=O.50, W=S=54 A, 
Do=460 A as the growth rate varies up to ±20%. Only four lowest 
minibands are plotted. E denotes the GaAs conduction band edge energy. c 

well and barrier material will grow vertically. If p < 1 or 
p> 1 interface will tilt one way or the other. 6.p= Ip-ll 
indicates the intentional deviation from the nominal p 
value of I and determines the slope of the interface. 6.p, a, 
and Do plus the Al contents in the wires, barriers and the 
claddings, XW' x/p and XC' respectively, are the parameters 
that are available to optimize the structure. 

Figure 2 shows the variation of the conduction band 
miniband spacings and widths of a SSL on 1.5° vicinal 
GaAs substrate, i.e., when W=S=54 A. The tilt param
eter p is varied up to ± 20% and xw=O, xb=xc=0.5, and 
Do = 460 A. In this figure it is observed that individual 
eigenstates in the wires are broadened into minibands be
cause the barrier between the wires is very thin resulting in 
coupling between the wires. When 6.p=O the well and bar
rier interfaces are vertical and the SSL is a quantum well 
array with additional weak vertical confinement. The sub
band spacing is very small due to weak vertical confine
ment. As 6.p increases, the curvature of the interface in
creases and the vertical confinement becomes stronger. 
This increases the subband spacing between the lowest 
minibands. When 6.p is 0.20, the miniband spacing be
tween the two lowest energy levels becomes 46 meV. As 6.p 
increases, however, the widths of the minibands also be
come broadened due to excessive coupling between the 
wires, and consequently, the energy minibands overlap 
with each other in the higher subbands. 

The corresponding room temperature modal gain 
curves with an assumed Gaussian line shape function3 of 
6.E=6 meV are shown in Fig. 3. The optical confinement 
is obtained by placing AIo.7Gao.3As optical cladding layers 
0.1 J.Lm above and below AIo.sGao.sAs layers on the top and 
bottom of SSL. The optical confinement factor required for 
modal gain calculations is obtained by calculating the over
lap integral between the optical mode and the electronic 
wavefunction. In Fig. 3(a), the gain spectra are plotted for 
various 6.p values when the injected surface carrier density, 
nS' is 5X 1012/cm2 and the polarization of optical wave is 
parallel to the wire axis. The corresponding radiative cur
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FIG. 3. Optical gain ofa SSL with xb=xc=O.50, W=S=54 A, Do=460, 
Ii.E=6 meV, T=300 K, (a) modal gain spectrum at injected surface 
carrier density, nJ = 5 X 1012/cm2 with electric field, ~, polarized along 
the wire axis. The arrows indicate the second gain peak. (b) Gain peak 
wavelength and polarization dependency of the peak gain. PX' Pyo and Pz 
are the peak gains when the electric field is polarized in x, y, and z 
directions, respectively. (c) Maximum modal gain as a function of in
jected surface carrier density for different li.p values. Electric field is po
larized along the wire axis. QW is a 54 A thick single GaAs/AIo.sGao.sAs 
quantum well. 

rent density is 700 A/cm2
• For 6.p=O one broad spectrum 

is observed due to many closely spaced minibands. As 6.p, 
hence confinement increases, one can clearly see the emer
gence of two gain peaks. The first peak corresponds to the 
transition from the first conduction miniband to the first 
valence miniband. The second peak indicated by arrows is 
due to the transition between the second conduction mini
band and the second valence miniband. As vertical con
finement increases, the separation between these two peaks 
increases, the first gain peak becomes narrower and higher 
at a given carrier density, and the second peak diminishes 
significantly. These improvements mean that one can ob
tain smaller threshold currents and narrower linewidths. 

The peak gain when electric field polarization is in y 
and z directions, Py and P1:' relative to the peak gain for x 

polarization, Px' is plotted in Fig. 3(b) as a function of 6.p. 
On this figure, the wavelength at which peak gain of x 
polarization occurs is also plotted. For ~p=O the resulting 
structure is almost like a lateral quantum well array, hence 
the gain for y polarization is very small. P/ Px is slightly 
less than unity due to the weak vertical confinement. As 6.p 
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increases, peak gain for z polarization decreases and peak 
gain for y polarization increases because of increased ver
tical confinement. When Ap is 0.2 the maximum gain for z 
and y polarizations become close, because for this degree of 
confinement the effective size of the lowest mode in y and 
z directions become about the same. Therefore, the struc
ture becomes similar to an array of quantum wires of the 
square cross-sectional profile. The lasing wavelength de
creases as Ap increases, since the energy of the lowest en
ergy eigenvalue becomes higher for stronger vertical con
finement. 

The maximum modal gain is also plotted in Fig. 3(c) 
as a function of the injected surface carrier density at dif
ferent Ap values when the electric field is polarized along 
the wires. With increased vertical confinement, the surface 
carrier density for optical transparency decreases since the 
gap between minibands increases as shown in Figs. 2 and 
3(a). This modal gain is also compared with that of a 54 A 
thick GaAs/AIo.sGao.sAs single quantum well. The quan
tum confinement is such a quantum well is almost the same 
as lateral quantum confinement in the SSL, so the changes 
in the SSL properties relative to this quantum well is due to 
additional vertical confinement originating from the curva
ture and reflect the eXPected benefits from additional de
gree of confinement. For Ap=0.20, the transparency sur
face carrier density for the SSL is 1.8 X 1012/cm2 and for 
the QW, lAX 1012/cm2. Although, the transparency sur
face carrier density of QWR is slightly larger than that of 
QW, the differential gain and maximum modal gain of 
QWR are much larger than QW. 

Just like any fabricated structure, SSL also deviates 
from the ideal structure considered so far. Presently the 
main problem in the SSL fabrication seems to be the in
complete segregation of the Al between the barrier region 
and wire regions. IS,16 If some of the Al intended to be in 
the barrier is incorporated in the wire region, the potential 
difference between barriers and wires decreases and conse
quently the lateral confinement becomes weak. This re
duces lateral confinement and results in miniband broad
ening due to wire to wire coupling. There is also additional 
broadening due to other imperfections. However, based on 
our calculations on TSL in the case of weak lateral con
finement the additional broadening due to other imperfec
tions is insignificant. 17 We expect a similar conclusion for 
the SSL. Therefore, imperfect Al segregation is the main 
problem presently. This effect is studied by using a model 
which assumes that the average Al concentration in the 
lateral superlattice region remains constant at x=0.25. As
suming equal wire and barrier widths, this means (Xb 

+xw )/2=0.25. Furthermore, the degree of segregation is 
defined as Ax=xb-xw and it is assumed that Al composi
tion varies abruptly between Xb and X w' Figure 4 shows the 
maximum gain of a SSL grown on a 1.50 off substrate for 
different segregation or Ax. As Ax decreases the maximum 
modal gain decreases due to the reduced lateral confine
ment which increases the coupling between wires. A dra
matic gain reduction can be seen when Ax is reduced from 
004 to 0.3. When Ax is smaller than 0.3, the maximum gain 
is even smaller than that of the single QW. Furthermore. as 
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FIG. 4. Maximum gain of a SSL as a function of Al segregation, Ax=xb 
-Xwwith (xb+xw}/2=0.25, Ap=0.20, Do=460 A, W=S=54 A. QW is 
a 54 A thick single GaAs/AIo.sGao.sAs quantum well. GaAs "460 A" 
bulk is identical to the SSL structure except the SSL region is replaced by 
bulk GaAs. 

the X w increases, the separation between rand L valley 
subband minima decreases, increasing carrier leakage. 
Therefore, to observe enhanced room temperature gain 
properties compared to QW, the lateral Al segregation 
should be greater than 0.3. 

In conclusion, the gain characteristics of serpentine 
superlattice quantum wire arrays grown on GaAs vicinal 
substrates were calculated including the valence band in
termixing and miniband broadening effects. The effect of 
the imperfect Al segregation in the structure, which pres
ently seems to be the main problem, was also investigated. 
Significant improvements in maximum and differential 
gain as well as in transparency carrier densities are ex
pected provided that good Al segregation is realized. 
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